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SUMMARY 
The Life Sciences Payload Definition and Integration studies are an integral part of 
current NASA planning activity to define potential research laboratories for the Shuttle 
Spacelab. This report documents the last in a series of three closely related studies 
which together describe requirements, analytical work, and desige concepta for a 
family of Life Sciences Laboratories. Total program history from its initiation through 
the current study is ahawn in Figure 1. 
BACKGROUND 
The first of these three studies performed under Contract NAS8-26468 during 1970- 
1972 drew heavily on guidance from NASA and consulting scientists. The scientists 
were surveyed to aid in selecting an inventory of life sciences research functions and 
related equipment necessary to accomplish space research goals. In compiling the 
inventories of functioas and equipmmt, mission parameters and other constraints 
were purposely not impoeed so that comprehensive baseline inventories could be 
obtained. Research requirements, as defined by the scientific community, were 
broad in scope to encompass research in medicine, biology, life support and pro- 
tective systems, and man/systems integration. The research was grouped by cate- 
gories rather than by specific experiments to provide planning flexibility. A general 
philosophy of the laboratory YacilityW approach was used in the conceptual designs 
generated. The four preliminary conceptual designs selected from this effort are 
characterized as: 
a. Maximum Laboratory. A reference baseline providing full life sciences re- 
search capability. 
b. Maximum Nominal Laboratory. Foreseen as the most comprehensive laboratory 
that could be flown with the space station complex. 
c. Minimum-30 Payload. Applicable to an initial space station mission s ~ i  well as  
to a 30-day Shuttle Sortie flight. 
d. Minimum-7 Payload. To operate in a 7-day Shuttle Sortie flight. 
These payload6 encompaes a range of capabilities from full capability to respond to all 
research goals down to lesser capability payloads with defined reductions in facility 
weight, volume, power, and cost for defined reduction8 in scientific responsiveness. 
The second study was performed under Contract NAS8-29160 during 1972-1973. Thia 
study employed several of the smaller laboratories from the previous shdy to determine 
oompatibility with the Shuttle Sortie module concept. Initial activity involved updating 
functional capabilities and related equipmemt items of the laboratories as directed by 
the NASA Life Sciences Payload Integratiar Team. The second task established eke 
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and characteristics of the various Sortie module subsystems (e. g. , electrical power, 
environmental controlAife support) required to support the defined research capability 
of the baseline laboratories. Additional activity included determination of equipment 
costs, development schedules, and eignificant supporting research sr ' . '*nology re- 
quirements associated with the laboratory development. This stw'~lr d s o  g . ..rated 
conceptual designs of smaller, portable, essentially self-conkiinu,, Carry-@:. La.bora- 
tories (COLs) that could be employed in a multiple-purpose Sortie laboratory or in the 
crew compartment of the Sortie Orbiter. The work performed to this p i n t  defined 
three additional tasks necessary to develop the required data base for pre-Phase A 
program planning: 1) a more comprehensive study of COL design concepts, 2) in- 
depth cost analysis of selected concepte, and 3) in-depth analysis of data management 
requirements. 
CURRENT STUDY 
The third and current skdy was performed under Contract NAS8-30288 from mid-1973 
through mid-1974. This task was  directed by an updated set of guidelines provided by 
the NASA Life Sciences Steering Committee. Research priorities were modified ir the 
updated guidelines to enable application of new insight 2egarding research requirementa 
as disclosed by Skylab experience. Also, the laboratory/spacecraft interface guide- 
lines were updated to reflect new information obtained from the European Space Re- 
search Organization Spacelab program. To meet these sidelines, analysis and design 
activitieo were conducted to expand the data base in three task elements defining COL 
design concepts, Dedicated Laboratory program cost requirements, and Dedicated 
Laboratory data management requirements. These task elements are  reported under 
Parts I, II, and Ill of this volume. 
Within the Element 1 task, design concepta were defined for several categories of COL 
payloads ranging from 23 to 318 kg (50 to 700 pounds\, The data defining these COL 
designs, development schedules, and costs was taken to the same level of detail a s  for 
the larger Shared and Dedicated Laboratories of the prior studies. This data was 
assembled to permit future comparative studies of program costs and schedules to 
determine alternative approaches to meet the research goals. Program options include 
an incremental growth mode of facility development employing aggregations of C O h  
(Figure 2) versus the alternative approach leading to the same laboratory functional 
capability in a single concentrated development program. 
The cost analysis (Element 2) was aimed at  applying low cost approaches to the devel- 
opment of laboratory coete. The 30-Day Dedicated Laboratory, as defined during the 
prcvioue study (NAS8-29150), was updated by the Life Sciences Working Group during 
August 1973 and used a s  the costing baaeline. The approach was the same as  that wed 
for the coet anzlysis tasks of the COL (Element 1). 
M I  CARRY 4 N  LAR 
(PART OF 
S'ACEIAB) 
I\ / LqPS CARRY-ON LAB 
Figure 2. COL Ccmcepts Sharing Uncommitted Portion of tl, c e w  
Element 3 involved re-evaluation of tbe data management requiremenb for the 30-Day 
Dedicated Laboratory. The ta6k inclucred a review of the Life Science8 command and 
data management system (CDMS) requirements for the updated baseline laboratory and 
the compatibility of them requirements with the CDMS capability. 
PART I 
TASK ELEMENT 1 
CARRY-ON LAB DESIGN CONCEPTS 
SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Study guidelines for the COL activity (Element 1) were defined by the NASA Life Sci- 
ences Payload Integration and Steering Committees. These guidelines included a com- 
prehensive set of space research nlission requirements obtained from the scientific 
community to ensure that the scientists' needs w r e  ma inwed  and the program was 
directed to allow scientific requirements to drive design responses. Design guide- 
lines were also provided at the outset to stress cost-effective approaches to achieve 
the scientific goals. The origintli guidelines were updated as required to incorporate 
new insight obtained from the ongoing Shylab, Shuttle, and Spacelab operational and 
planning efforts. Some pertinent COL guidelines are ahown in Tables 1-1 and 1-2 to 
illustrate the comprehemive interaction between tlic scientific community, NASA co- 
ordinators, and industry team employed throughout this program. Other guidelines 
are discussed where they apply in the following sections. 
The COL study was divided into four major tasks: 
Task A - Idmtiflcation of rese'wch requirements of the COL;. This included defl- 
nition of research areas and functions to be supported as well as the potential 
equipment needed to support the desired rese,wch. 
Task B - Development of a number of couceptud layouts for the COLs based on 
the research and equipment defined during Task A. These potential COL designs 
were reviewed by NASA and several favored concepts were selected for the final 
design and integration studies to follow in Task C. 
Task C - Analysis of COL integration parameters and development of final concep- 
tual designs for the selected COLs. 
T,wk D - Development of COI. planning information, including design drawings of 
-
a selected COL to permit the fabrication of a functional breadboard of that COL. 
Other planning information included dsfinition of ~ 0 ~ b p a c e l a b  interface data, cost 
data, md program cost schedules. 
Theso tasks are all dependant on m accurate definition of general purpose research 
equipmat needed in the COLs. For example, the conceptual and breadboard designs 
rely heavily on the equipment to be incorporated in these designs, and the generation 
of cost data is a direct function of the specific equipment to be designed, developed, or 
purchased. Also, the study of integration and interface characteristics of the COLe 
will depend on the equipment iticorpor3ed therein. For these reaaons, equipment spec- 
ification data was compiled early in the study and updated throughout. The specifications 
for all equipment items contained in the final COLs are contained in Volume III of this 
report. 
Table 1-1. Guidelines for COL Deflnitio. 
AlTNnlIZE ON-BOARI) ANA LYWS - hlASIRII%E GROUND ANALYbW 
hlAXIh1UM USE OFF-'I'HE-BIELF EQUIPAIENT 
IlASELINE CARRY-ON UI) B FOR 7 DAYS - 1)ETEHhlINE A'S FOR 30 DAYS 
COMblAND & DATA AL\NAGEMEKl' SY,STEBI PRO\?DED BY SPACELAB 
COL INTERFACES TO SUPPORT EXPlWD!ENT SPECIFIC E1..\L!IPbIEXT 
(I. E. ,  LBNP, HOTA'I'ING Ll'l'TER CHAIR, PRIMATE HOUSING UNIT, 
RWIA'I'lON SHIELDING, E'l'C . ) 
DESIGN GUIDES 
MANPOWER A\':\ILADILITY: ? IIRS/DAY (I3ASEL.INE) . F111.1. TmF: 
H'EICHT : 
CATEGORY A LABORATOIUES 0 F  22'7 TO 318 KC (500-700 LI3) 
C A T E C ~ R Y  n LABORAMIUES OF LESS THAN 91 KG (200 LB) 
~ A T E C O R Y  C IABORA'I'OIUES OF LESS THAN 23 ti(; (50 L n )  
POWER: NONE ESTABLISHED - DESIGN T O  DETERAWE 
Table 1-2. Guideline Docummte for Biornedidne Biology COLs 
1. MEMO TO NASA CENTERS LIFE SCIENCES PAYLOAD INTEGRATION STUDY STEERING COMMITTEE 
FROM ROBERT W. DUNNING. SlIW : DISCIPLINE PRIORITY GUIDANCE FOR CURRENT U F E  SCIENCES 
PAY WAD INTEGRATION STUDY (MSFC/NASR-29150). JULY 425. 1972. 
2 .  "PUNNING (;UlDANCE FOR 1L)ENTIFICATION AND LAYOllT OF LIFE SCIENCES 'CARRY-ON' PAYU)ADS 
FOR SHU'f1'I.E SORTIE MIS,SIONG." AIKiUST 9, 1972. 
3.  hlEhl0 'R) ROIIERT W. DUNNING FROM S. P .  VINOCRAI), h1.D.. SUBJ: CANDIDATE RESEARCH FUNC- 
'IIONS POR "CARRY-ON MINI-LAB". JULY 25. 1973. 
I MEMO TXJ RROI\EHT W. DUNNINS FROM S. TOM TAKETA. SUN: CANDIDATE RESEARCH FUNCTIONS 
FOR SHUTTLE CARRY4N MINI LAB CONFIGURATION." AUGUST 23, 1973. 
5 .  "SKY LAB ANI) fHE IJFE SCIENCES." NASA-KANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, FEBRUARY 1973. 
I;. URIOMEDICAL EXPERI:~ENTS AND SYSTEMS I N  SKYLAB," NASA-MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER. 
APRIL 1971. 
7. "SURVEY OF TECHNIQUES USED TO PRESERVE BIOIXGCAL MATERIAL?," E. J .  FEINLER P 
R. W. HUBBARD, STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE (CONTRACT NAS2-6201). JANUARY 1972. 
8 .  F I M L  REPORT, "REQUIREMENTS STUDY FOR A RIOTECHNOUX'.Y UBORATORY FOR MANNED 
EARTH-ORBITING MISSIONS - PHASE n, VOLUME I: DESCRIPTION OF R E Q U I R E M E ~ S , ~  
AlC ImNNELL DOU(;LAS ASTRONAIfTICS COMPANY-WEST, REPORT MDC 00820 (CONTRACT NASl-9248), 
JULY 1970. 
9. IMBLMS PHASE 8-4 REPORTS, BOTH GENERAL ELECTRIC I LOCKHEED ML98iLE8 I SPACE CO. 
16. TASK AOB, FINAL REPORTS, GENERAL DYNAMICS CONVALR AEROBPACE DN. ,  NAW-28468, MARCH 1972. 
11. TASK CLD, FINAL REPORTS, GENERAL DYNAMICS CONVAIR AEROBPACE DIV., NASB-29150, AVO. 1973. 
SECTION 2 
RESEARCH AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR CARRY -ON LABORATORIES 
The NASA Steering Committee generated prioritized list of research categories for 
medical, biological, MSI, and LSPS research in COLs. These research categories 
guided selection of equipment to be packaged in the laboratories. 
2 . 1  BIOMEDICINE/BIOLOGY RESEARCH AREAS AND EQUIPMENT SELECTION 
Biomedical, vertebrate, and cell and tissue human-emphasis research objectives pro- 
vided by the NASA guidelines were grouped under the general title, Research Objec- 
tives for Biomedical and BiomedicalSurrogate Carry-on Laboratories (Table 2-1). 
This grouping was chosen to emphasize the dual role played by vertebrate and cell and 
tissue space research in meeting overall space research objectives. One role would 
be achieved by research at the subcellular and cellular level of animals, with cells 
and tissues serving as man-surrogates to accomplish man-related studies that could 
not be performed directly on human subjects. The second very important role served 
by the same vertebrate and cell and tissue laboratories is to enable comprehensive 
basic science investigations directed toward a better understanding of the vertebrate 
and cell and tissue disciplines within their own right. To emphasize the basic science 
role, additional vertebrate and cell and tissue research objectives are shown in Table 
3-2. 
Category C COLs emphasized the research listed under Group 1. The Category B COL 
supported research in Group 1 and Group 2. The Category A biomedicine/biology COL 
designs considered all research areas listed in Table 2-1. 
These research requirements were used to guide selection of procedures and equip m a t  
from the comprehensive inventories generated in earlier phases of this program. 
Table 2-3 illustrates how various vestibular h c t i o n  research options were used to de- 
fine compatible hardware requiremat options. This basic approach was used through- 
out the study to develop candidate equipment lists to satis@ all research objectives 
listed in Table 2-1. An initial list of equipment i t e m  for the biomedicine/biological 
FPEs was formulated and used for the initial conceptual design layouts. This equip- 
ment list was reflned and updated throughout the study. The final equipment listing for 
tho biomedicine/biology Category A COL is presented in Table 2-4. 
2.2 MAN/SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (MSI) RESEARCH AREAS AND EQUIPMENT 
SELECTION 
Only he Category A size guideline wae specified by NASA for the MSI COL design 
conce js. The research a r e a  and equipment requirements for MSI COLs were de- 
fined .ry NASA. The MSI experiments (research areae) are: 
Table 2-1. Researah Objectives for Bfomedioal and 
Biomedioal Surrogate COL Missions 
Vo~tibulnr k'unctlons (highost priority) i3iophyslcnl Properliw 
lbdy Fldd Compocrition and Eloctrolyto hnct i tm~ 
Cnrdi?vnsculnr Function6 I Ractintion Effocts 
Humodynnmic h n c t i o n ~  
Blood Morphology Functions 
Blood Chemlstr?; I"unctione 
Group 3 
Guetrointo8tinnl Ruictians 
E S C X W O ~ ~  Functii~s 
Pulnlonu~y Functions 
Rlicmbiology Functicas 
Nourology Functions 
*Parallel biomedical research objectives to study lmsic medranianrs of nrnnqs adapttt- 
t ion to thc spmx environment. 
Table 2-2. Basic Sdmce  Research Areas for Vertebrate, Cell and 
Tissue, Plant and Invertebrate COL Missions 
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Table 2-4. Category A ~iomedicine/Biology COL Equipment 
Item Weight, Volume and Power 
- 
E.I. 
NO. 
- 
C6 
C188 
C189 
C30A 
C38 
C34 
C156 
C55A 
C5SB 
CIS2 
Clci7 B 
CIS6 
C80 
C81 
C103 
C198 
C200 
ClOGA 
C113 
CIOG 
C108 
C l l o c  
CllO 
c11u 
cn on 
C202 
C116 
C9 1 
C126 
C126A 
C203.4 
Cl32 
C14'X; 
Cl53 
C83 
C153B 
C206 
Cl65  
C177 
Cleo 
C48 
C193 
Cl8lG 
C174 
C208 
clog 
- 
EQUIPMENT ITEMS (E.I.'S) 
*AIR PARTICLE SAMPLER 
AVI'O. POTEN. ELECTROLYTE ANALYZER 
BUX)D SAMPLE PROCESSOR CEKTRIFUGE 
*CAGE, SMALL VERTEBMTES (8 INCI,.) 
*CAMERA, VIDEO, COLOR 
CAMERA, 35hlhl 
COUPLERS (12 INCL. ) 
*CREW MOBILrI'Y ALDS 
CREW RESTRAINTS 
DISPUY,  NUMERIC 
DRY STORAGE CONTANER ( H W M  TEMP) 
EQUIPMENT RESTRAINTS 
FREEZER, GENERAL 
FREEZER, LOW TEhlPERATURE 
*HOLDING UNIT. SM. VERT . 
*INCUBATOR, 37C (MINI) 
*KIT, ANIMAL PIIYSIOUXY 
*KIT, CLEAN-UP 
e a r ,  GENERAL TOOL 
NT, HEMATOLOGY 
*m, m O L O ( ; s  
KIT, HUMAN PHYSIOLWY 
*KIT, MICROBIOm\' 
*m, MICRODISSECTION 
*KIT, VERTEBRATE MANAGEMENT 
*LAMP, PORTAnLE HIINT. PHOTO 
m BOOKS 
*MASS SPECl'ROMETER 
* M I C R W O P E  , COMPD 
*hdICROBCOPE. DISSECTING 
OCUUK3YRA L I UI18ION BOX 
OBCILII)SCOPE (BATTERY POWERED) 
RADIOISOTOPE TRACERS 
RECORDER, VOICE (BATTERY POWERED) 
REFRIGERATOR 
*SENSORS, MISCELLANEOUB 
*SHROUD, DEBRIS CONTAMMENT 
*STERILIZER, TOOL (BACTECINERATOR) 
TEMPERATURE PROBES 
TIMER; EVENT 
'VACUUM CLEANER 
*VENTIUTM)N UNIT, EMALL VERT. 
WAEI'E BI'ORAGE CONTAMER 
*WATSR TANK, ORMNISM (WET WT.) 
WIRE AND CABLE 
WOW BURFACE. AIRFLOW 
REBEARCH EQUIPMENT TOTAL8 
PLUS THE WROKI' 01: 
196.9 
(434 LB) 
*t .I. '8 Nm INCLUDED IN CATEOORY B (r C IUOXEDICAL COL'B. 
1-6 
SEE 
DRAWIMl 
POWER , 
WATTS 
50 
100 
100 
72 
69 
0 
24 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
50 
400 
0 
5 
0 
0 
50 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
150 
0 
30 
50 
05 
0 
0 
0 
0 
15 
4 
0 
110 
0 
0 
100 
40 
0 
0 
0 
71  
1569 
Effects of Space Flight Environment on Seasory Processes. 
Effects of Space Flight Environment on Psychomotor Functions. 
Cargo Handling Capabilities. 
Assembly, Deployment, Maintenance, and Repair Capabilities. 
Attached Teleoperator Manual Controllability. 
Free-Flying Teleoperator Remote Controllability. 
Effects of Spaceflight Environment on Individual and Group Dynamics. 
Locomotion and Restraint Capabilities. 
Effectiveness of End Effector Designs. 
Off-Duty Activity and Facilities. 
Evaluation of Miniature Accelerometers as Motion Sensors to  Assess the 
Effects of Stress and Fatigue. 
Urine and Feces Collection, Measurement, and Sampling System. 
Inflight Determination of &me Mineral Content. 
Compact Respiratory Measurement Systems. 
Automated Clinical Chemical Analyzer. 
System to Preserve Biological Materials. 
Medical Aspirator. 
Intravenous Fluid Administration Dwice. 
Blood Cell Counter. 
The NASA definition also listed the reeearoh functions required to perform these ex- 
periments. The equipment required for each Function was identified aud an initial list 
complied for use in conceptual design layouts. In establishing this list, certain cri- 
ter ia  were used to comply with the COL philosophy. Factors considered included: 
1) low cost and use of existing o r  off-the-shelf equipment where possible, 2) simplic- 
ity of the methods of performing the required h c t i a n s  and yet maintenance of scien- 
tific vnlidity, 3) use of common equipment where possible, and 4) maximum use of 
facilities aboard the Spacelab e. g, , data management equipmeut. The resulting list 
of equipmmt was grouped according to  the gsplernl functions of: 
a. Behavioral Measurements, 
b. Data Management. 
c. Audio-Msual Measurements. 
d. Physiological Measurements. 
e. Experiment Speciflc Functions. 
The behavioral measuremmte group contained the equipment required to measure sea- 
sory and psychomotor processes. Data management equipment provided most equip- 
ment for automatic o r  operator control of the experimats,  display of experiment 
*These two experimtmts were de-emphasized because of an updating of the list which 
was performed during the study. 
procedures and stimuli, and recording of appropriate results. All equipment in these 
two groups was developed during the IMBLMS program and was expected to require 
little modification for use in the COLs. Audio-visual measurements equipmcmt provid- 
ed the capability for non-interference studies of individual and group dynamics as well 
as astronaut performance studies where task completion times or body motions were 
the primary measurements. Physiologhl measurements equipment is used when the 
physiological status of the test subject i s  to be monitored, such a s  energy expenditure 
during various cargo handling procedures. The experiment-epecific group of equipment 
will depend on the eqeriment(s) to be completed on a given mission. 
These equipment group8 were used in initial MSI conceptual design layouts. During 
find COL dehition, only the audio-visual equipment and some data management equip- 
ment were retained. 
2.3 LIFE SUPPORT AND PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS (LSPS) RESEARCH AREAS AND 
EQUIPMENT SELECTION 
The sizing guideline used for the LSPS COL was specified as Category A by NASA. 
Areas of research to be performed for LSPS were divided into 12 categories. These 
are essentially types of experiments and are listed in order of priority, a s  established 
by NASA at the beginning of this study: 
Water Recovery Mdhods and Compents .  
Waste Management Methods and Compcments. 
Protective Clothing and Advanced Space Suit Assemblies. 
Carbon Dioxide Collection Method6 and Componmts. 
Advanced Cooling System Methods and Components. 
Atmosphere Supply Methods and Components. 
Advanced Twoqas  Atmosphere Supply and Control Subsystem. 
Advanced Trace Contaminant Control and Monitoring Subsystem. 
EVA Suit and Biopack. 
Food Storage, Preparation, and Feeding Methods. 
Oxygen Regmeration Methods and Compontmt.8. 
Whole Body Shower. 
The method used in establishing the equipment for these research areas involved the 
determination of the fimctione needed to support the research and the following selectian 
criteria. 
a. Analysis of specimens was to be performed aa the ground, eubsequcmt to the flight 
where posafble. (For example, water and aolids analyeis for conetituants as well 
as for mfcro-organisms would be performed on the ground. If inflight analysis 
was to be performed, it was msumed to be provided as part of the test apparatus. 
For example, if water conductivity o r  pH was to be measured, these sensors were 
assumed to be included in the test apparatue rather than in the COL. ) 
t)&a management functions and equipment were assumed to be provided by the 
supporting spacecraft data management subsystem. 
The electrical power subsystem was assumed to be provided by the supporting 
vehicle. 
Coolant was assumed to be provided by the supporting vehicle. 
Equipment for experiments involving nuclear radiation was assumed to be a 
part of the test apparatus and not the LSPS COLs. 
Equipment and electrical power for lighting in the general vicinity of the COLs 
were ,assumed to be provided by the supporting vehicle. 
A s  a result of reviewing the equipment required for each experiment category and of 
considering the types of experiment apparatus to be tested, four potential groups of 
COL equipment emerged: 
n. Liquid-Handling Apparatus Test Equipment. 
b. Crew Interfacing Apparatus Test Equipment. 
c. Gas-Handling Apparatus Test Equipment. 
d. Feeding System Test Equipment. 
The liquid-handling and gas-handling test equipment was practically identical. This 
equipment would be incorporated into a test bench for general support of tests on 
liquid- o r  g.m-handling LSPS devices. Such devices might include reverse osmosis 
units, stills, evaporators, gas-liquid separators, heat pipes, pyrolyzers, incinera- 
tors,  sterilizers, C02 concentrators, and C02 reductian units. The crew interfacing 
tests wodd differ from the liquid- and gashandling equipment tests in that a crewman 
would be involved integrally, such as in testing a urinal. A test bench could be used, 
but m area for the test of emperimeat-epecific equipment would be better. Such equip- 
ment might include commodes, hard or soft pressure suits, clothing, or portable life 
support units. The feeding system test equipment shared some similarity to both 
liquid-handling and crew-interfacing test equipment. A crewman would be in mlved 
integrally in some of the tests, and a test-bench type structure is required to accom- 
modate the crewman as he tests the feeding devices. Typical test items include food 
trays with integral temperature control, liquid dispmsers, special crew restratuts 
for eating, utensils, food debris cleanup devices, etc. 
SECTION 3 
CARRY -ON LABORATORY CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS 
The design activity began with the generation of 26 candidate COL conceptual layouts 
for biomedicine, biology, MSI, and LSPS. From these, NASA selected three for flnal 
conceptual d e s i s  and requested conceptual designs for several small biomedical COLa. 
The 26 candidate layouts are discussed briefly and the final designs are described and 
illustrated in detail. 
3.1 COL CONCEPTUAL DESIGN LAYOUTS 
Many COL layout parameters were considered during this study. Several layouts were 
often drawn for the same FPE using different parameters to obtaiu varying configu- 
rations for comparison. The layout parameters considered for each FPE are summa- 
rized in Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1. Layout Parameters Considered During Task B 
Lave 
Crew 
Interface, 
Standlng 
and/or 
Seated 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
I 
FPE 
Biomedicine 
Vertebrates 
Cells & Tissues 
Invertebrates 
I :ants 
&IS1 
IS/PS 
t Parameters 
Orgardarn 
Crew, 
A s  shown in the flrst column, two general module configurations were considered: 
Standardized Rack refers to the placement of COL equipmemt within racks or consoles 
with a standard cross-section of 0.61 by 0.61 meter (2 by 2 ft), whereas Custom refere 
to shspes tailored to suit the individual FPEs. Crew Interface options refer to the 
orientation in which the crew would generally address the COL: Staading refers to an 
erect orientation with foot, lw, or waist restraints and Seated refers to a restrained, 
seated-like position that may be desirable when performing tasks In which the crew- 
man must be very steady (microscopy, etc. ). 
Module 
Configuration, 
Standardized 
Rack or 
Custom 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
X 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT l?ILM@311 
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The last three columns list parameters that apply only to the biology FPEs. Isolation 
from the Crew refers to the ways in which the COLs could achieve separation of the 
organisms from the crew atmospheric environment during organism handling proce- 
dures. Isolation could be achieved with a transparent, flexible, glove box with arm 
slots o r  gloves wed for organism access. Another optionwould be to merely have the 
system opm to crew atmosphere. ECS refers to the type of organism ECS assumed 
for each layout. The open type uses air  from the crew compartment for the organism, 
and the closed system uses its own air processing equipment. Standardized holding 
unit size refers to the use of a standard size independant of the individual FPE needs 
but based on an across-the-board evaluation of the requirements of all biology FPEs. 
The standard holding unit size adopted was based on the cage module in the concept 
verffication testing at NASA/'MSFC, and will accommodate eight rat cages. Custom 
sized refers to the use of holding units tailored to the specific needs of each FPE. 
3.2 FINAL BIoMEDICAL/BIOLOGY COL CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS 
As discussed fn Table 1-1, the NASA guidelines specified that biomedical COLs were 
to be deflned in three sizes, denoted as Categories C, B, and A. 
3.2.1 CATEGORY C BIOMEDICAL COL CONCEPTS. The research areas cmsider- 
ed during deflnition of the a mall Category C COLs included vestibular functions, body 
fluid composition, electrolyte Amctions , and cardfovascular functions. Three COLs 
were conceived to cover the pertinent spaceflight aspects of these research areas. 
Biomedical Category C COL No. 1 was designated C1, and was intended to support 
real-time electrolyte studies and vestibular function research. The major equipment 
item in this COL is the automated potentiometric electrolyte analyzer currmtly being 
developed by NASA /JSC . This analyzer will ultimately be capable of measuring pH, 
C02, 02 ,  ~ a + ,  K', Cl', ~ a * ,  and glucose in blood and urine. Other equipment 
items in C1 include a blood acquisition kit, urine acquisition kit, physical examination 
kit, equipment restraints, oculogyral illusion box, and a voice recorder. COL C1 
weighs 22.7 kg (50 Ib) and occupies three of the standard sized 36 by 43 by 51 cm 
crew compartment stowage volumes: two for the automated potentiometric electrolyte 
analyzer and one for the remaining kits and other equipment. A concept of the package 
for the kits is shown in Figure 3-1. 
COL C2 was conceived to perform body fluid composition and electrolyte functions re- 
search. Major equipment includes the blood sample processor centrifuge dewdoped 
for Skylab, a blood acquisition kit, and a -70°C freezer for preservation of blood for 
delayed ground analyses. This COL was intended to comploment and reinforce the in- 
flight bioassay performed by COL C1. COL C2 wfll flt into two of the standard sized 
stowage compartmmts, and weighs 22.7 kg (50 Ib). 
COJ, CQ provides for urfne collectfon and return to ground for analysis to complemeut 
the blood analysis resulting from COL C2. It also has provisions for some cardio- 
vascular and vestibular research. Major equipment includes a -20°C freezer, urine 
Figure 3-1. Biomedical COL C1 Conceptual Design Sketch 
and blood acquisition kits, and ECG and VCC measuring equipment. COL C3 weighs 
22.1 kg (49 ib) and will fit M o  m e  of the standard sized stowage compartments. 
A s  mentioned earlier. Category C COLs were intended to complement each other. 
Since research in the areas of ~estibular, body fluid. electrolyte. c a r d i o ~ c u l a r ,  and 
related fimctions and adaptations would ideally be performed simultaneously. Category 
C COLs should be flown togdher, if possible, especially C2 and C3. Combinations of 
Category C COLs and their properties are summarized in Table 3-2. 
Table 3-2. Biomedical Category C COL Combinations 
NI~MBER 
CATECWRS C WEIGHT POWER OF MODULES VESI'IBI~IAIi 
CONCEPT KG W 3 6 W i * 5 1  CM FUNCl.loNt 
COL, + COL2 42.1 4 SO 
C 0 4  6 COL3 3N. 5 66 
COI,, + C O L ~  41;n 
COL, ' COL2 + COL 61.4 491 
. 
ION 
-- 
E 
- --.. 
CNI) 
X 
X 
S 
S 
3.2.2 CATEGORY B BIOMEDICAL COL CONCEPT. Research areas to be supported 
by tho Category B COL were essentially those used in designing Category C COLs. 
Hence, the same equipment was selected for use. Since the allowable weight of the 
Category B COL was 91 kg (200 lb), all Category C equipment could be used. The 
Category B COL equipment can also support some of the Group 2 MSA research areaa 
(homodynamic, blood morphology, and blood chemistry functions). Major equipment 
items included Ln the COL are  a blood gas analyzer, the blood sample processor cmtrl- 
fuge, general and low-temperature freezers, mrioua klts , an oscilloscope, a voice 
recorder, and a refrigerator. The blood sample processor uatrifiige and the -70°C 
freezer provide for return of sufficimt plasma and blood  ample material to support 
investigatbns of both the Group 1 and Group 2 research a.:eas. The -20°C freezer will 
preserve urine specimens for subsequent ground anal. 4.,: . The Category B COL weigb 
84.7 kg (187 lb) and occupies approximately 380 dm3 i.:! L ~ )  of rack volume. 
3.2.3 CATEGORY A BIOMEDICINEDIOLOGY C L CONCEPT. The Category A COL 
(Figure 3-2) was to weigh between 227 and 318 kg (500 to 700 lb) and was the most im- 
portant COL resulting from the current study. The Category A biomedicine COL, 
selected by NASA to be carded through to conceptual design, provided capability to 
support small vertebrates as  well as biomedical research. This COL contains all 
essential biomedical equipment contained in Category B and C COLs, plus other equip  
m a t  for more extensive biomedical research and small vertebrate research. Major 
equipment items for supporting small vertebrate research included a holding unit, 
cages, several kits, a dissecting microscope, a ventilation unit, and a water tank. 
The full equipment list shown in Table 2-4 includes items selected to encompass all 
research areas listed in the NASA guidelines, with greatest emphasis on the high 
priority (Group 1) areas. The laboratory is equipped with the automated po"Rntio- 
metric electrolyte analyzer for inflight blood and urine analyses plus the b lod  sample 
processor centrifuge t~ prepare these fluids for subsequent ground analyses. The 
centrifuge includes a head adapter for centrifugation of small animal blood samples as 
well as human eamples. Breadboard drawings at the assembly a d  component level 
were prepared for this COL. 
3.3 FINAL MSI COL CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
For MZ3I research, the layout ~e1ect.d by NASA for conceptual design evaluation em- 
phasized basic audio-visual measit remeats capability. Major equipment included a 
color video camera, photographic equipment, and a video tape recorder. Such equip- 
meat could be used to documat cargo handling experiments; assembly, deployment, 
maintenance, and repair q e r i m e a t e ;  group dynamics experiments; and locomotion 
and reetraint experiments. In each experiment, the COL audio-visual equfpm;at 
would be used in canjunction with equipment rrpeciflc to the individual eqerimantrr, 
Storage volume ie provided for some exprlmsllt-epedilc equipment in the COL etruc- 
t w o ,  as shown in Fi r e  3-3. The MSI COL weighs 87.7 kg (193 lb), and occupies P about 846 dm3 (30 it ). 

3 . 4  FINAL LSPS COL CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
The final U P S  design concept shown in Figure 3-4 is intended to support al l  major re- 
search areas within the LSPS FPE , including liquid- and gas-handling equipment ex- 
periments and crew interfacing equipment experimmts. Major equipment includes: 
1) cine, video, and still cameras, 2) a gas chromatograph, 3) gas and liquid supply 
vessels, 4) au infrared gas analyzer, 5) a mass measurement device, 6) a mass 
spectrometer, 7) a strip chart recorder, and 8) a refrigerator. Gas analyzers and 
the instrumentation the crew will probably be monitoring during the experiments are 
contained in the upper module of the COL. 
The lower module contains storage areas for less frequently used equipment and fluid 
storage vessels. It also contains the major lines for interconnection with the various 
test articles and provides low-temperature coolant, high-temperature coolant, vacuum, 
liquids, gases, and electrical power. The test article will be accommodated between 
the upper and lower modules in a space about l m  wide by O.5m high by O.5m deep. 
This test space can be enclosed by an environmental shroud for safety while testing 
equipment containing toxic o r  flammable materials and/or fluids. This enclosure 
would be continuously monitored to detect any equipment leaks immediately and take 
corrective steps before they could lead to a hazardous condition for the crew or the 
mission. 
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SECTION 4 
COL INTEGRATION STUDIES 
Several integration m a s  pertaining to the flnal COL coocepts were ~tui;ied durlng 
the program. These included COL requirements for electrical power, data manage- 
ment, Spacelab installation, and special operatianal considerations and Ore mmma- 
r i d  in this seation. 
4.1 ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIREMENTS 
Electrical power requiremants were estimated for each of the flnal COI. (Table 4-1). 
Power values shown in the W e  include: 1) average power estimated durhg the %hour 
use period of the COLs per day, 2) peak power cansumed, 3) total energy cansumed 
per day, and 4) average standby power for the 22 inactive hours per day. 
The Category A biomedicine/biology COL has the greatest power demands, followed 
by Category B and C2 COLs. The equipment item in these COLs that cansumm the 
most power md causes the high demand is the thermoeledric low4emperatuie 
freezer. It requires 400 Watts (estimate) when operating. 
4.2 COL DATA MANAGEMENT 
In estimating data mtlaagemeat requiremeate of the COLe, a philosophy of maximum 
autonomy and maximum use of manual ddahdl ing techniques was assumed. This 
was done to minimize the number of interfaces with the cmtralized command and data 
management aubeystem (CDMS). The resulting indepemdence of the COLs from the 
Spacelab would add to tbfr flexibility in use. 
Very few equipment iten.* require data handling by the central CDMS, and most of these 
require only a low rate of afgpal maaitorbg. Major excaptions are  the electrophysio,- 
logy couplers in the Category A Momedidne/biology COL, which are used in maritor- 
ing ECG nnd EEG signals. T3ese were mtimated to gas r a t e  about 7,000 bita per 
second of continuous dda,  which cumpriaee the m!y si&lcant data output from any 
COL. The resulting maximum data downlink requirematt is about 600 Mbits/&y, as- 
suming that dl data is downlinked for poaeible analyeis eubsequmt to the flight. Me- 
plays required by the COLe include a cathode ray tube (CRT), numeric readouts, and 
warning signale to the crew while not atte~ding to the COLs. The vldeo camerm will 
also require CDMS support for manitorlng, recording, snd downlinking signais. It 
waa estimated that the biomedlcine/biology COL would require such eupport for about 
30 minutea per day, the 1- of any COL. Eqerimemt-epeoiflc equipment uscd in 
conjunction with the COLe wlll .dso require eome data management support, but the 
amount of support required cannot be datermined yet. 
REPRODUCIBRy C7 THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
Data managemmt capabilities of the Spacelab compared wlth worst-case biomsdiujno/ 
biology COL data-haadllng requiremmts are eummnrimd in Table 4-2. The Spadab 
desim was in the preliminary etagee md idormatian on tbe CDMS was takm from a 
recmt proposal submftted to ESRO bg Meeeerachmttt, Bobw-Blohm (MBB). The pro- 
posed Spacelab CDMS contabs a data bus data acqufaitlm asd oorrtrol system capable 
of handling payload data at a rate of 1000 kbps, compared to 7 khps required by the 
COLs aa previously d i sased .  For video data, the Spmehb will cmtain a oloeed- 
circuit TV monitor and tsPo black-and-white TV cameras. Cmtinuoue moottOrIng 
capability wi l l  thus be availabh, and the half hour or lees required by the COLe should 
be readily accommodated. The MBB Spacelab plaaned to have 2 CRTs wlth alphanumarto 
display capabflity, dQW readouts, warniug lights, audible alarms, tur, alphant11110ria 
keyboards, and a two-axla jayrrtick cantroller for TV camera control. Theme ddeplays 
and ccmtrole would satis@ COL requhenmta. Compubr requirememta of the COLe 
w i l l  depend on the speciilc exprimeat6 b e e  conducted, but will probably not 
the capability of the Spadab mmputer, which will have a 48k random access memory 
and a lp sec cycle time. 
The proposed Spacelab would d o e  all data to be pronerved via the tracking and 
data relay satellite (FDRS). Comp- t&e COL data to be preserved with the TDRS 
doHnrllnk capability ehowa that the latter L over three orders of magnftude larger thsl 
required. The COL TV data can also be downlinked via TM28, but not simultan00~8ly 
with digftal data, Assumitrg a M) p r o d  time-sharing of tho ltnk Wwam videm md 
Table 4-2. Comparison of Carry- Laboratory Data Menagommt 
Requirement6 and Spacelab CDMS Capability 
Computer: ~ycles /sec .  
M.in Memory &rage, words 
DOWN-LINKED DATA HANDLING 
Digital Transmlsslon to Ground. bitddny 
CARRY-ON LAB 
REQUIREMErwS 
w 
tbd 
c 0.6 (prlmuily for pur- 
pow8 of pnrservatlm) 
10' (Ira cycle Ume) 
48K 
1.84 x 1012 (uauming 86% 
avallabllity of TDRS d 60% 
time-shring with video kt.) 
10.2 (mmumiq 86% avail- 
ability of TDRS and 50% 
rime-mb.rlng with dlgltd 
&wnlidzsd dab) 
digital data and an 85 perumt availability of the T D S  Ztnlt to Spacelab, the values 
would be as shown in Table 4-2. 
m summary, the life sciaacee COLs wlIl impose a very emall load on the Spacelab 
CDMS compared to it6 overall capability. 
4.3 COL OPERATIONAL COIWDERATIONS 
Several operatiam1 aapeots of the COLe were amsidered in this study. Theee am- 
sideratiorrrr are summarir;ed in the following paragraphs. 
4.3.1 GROUND SUPPORT FACILITIES. The COLe are relatively indepeada~t and 
complete laboratory facilities, requiring 9nly electrical power, liquid coolant, vacuum, 
and data aoquieftlon and processing support equipment. Since the amount of support 
equfpmmt is nominal, they muld be used for ground support errpertmart proaxlures 
if they are b i p e d  for bt#h ground and m-orMt operation. COLe could be wed to 
support h e  rmcurrch qulpmmt, orgaaieme, and procedures 1) 3 the prindpd ln- 
w&igatortrr laboratory, 2) 3 the launoh eite, both before and after flight, and 3) in 
the flight vehicle. Maklng maximum use of the COLE in all three locations would tmd 
to eliminate errors introduoed by wing differart equipment to monitor ground control 
qer imenta  at each looation, 
4.3-2 BTOMEDICINE/BIOLOQy COL O m .  The blomediolne/biology COL 
preamta more potentid operational problem than the LSPS or MSI COLE because it 
oontains living organisme and requires control experimeate to be conducted on the 
grouud for comparison of reaulta. Miesian preparation aativitiee for biologioal re- 
search will include determination of 1) errperiment/flight oornpatibflity using NASA 
flight simulators, 2) qer i tnent  protoools, and 3) baaeJine data on p u n d  control 
organtams and the organisme intended for Bight. These activities could take up to 1 
to 2 years, depending on the experiment being prepared. The COLE should be wed 
to support mission preparation activities ae much ae poseible. 
Following mission preparation, the organisms and the applicable reaearch equipment 
would be transported to the launch site and held untU launoh. This could also be dane 
wing 'he COLs. While the organis me were being transported between facilities, how- 
ever, the COL would raquire support fn terlns of eleotrical power and data mmitoriag. 
This would be provided by the bioexperiment support and transfer unit (BE'ST) describ- 
ed in the preceding task C aad D study on the Dedicated and Shared Life Sciencee Lab- 
oratories. A s  a self-contained unit for support of organisms in transit, the BEST 
would provide structural support, vibration isolation, electrlcd power, and air purin- 
cation provisions for the organiem h o l m  mite during transport. 
Varioue ground support and flight preparatiana will wour at the launch site. Examplea 
include the attachmeat of biosmsors, checkout of eleotranic equipment, and cheakout 
of the supporting subeyatsma aboard the Spacelab. During the last several h o w  of 
countdown, the organisms would be loaded aa board the Spacelab and launched. Follow- 
ing the orbital resenrch period, organisms rnw be returned to earth, removed from 
tho Spaclab, and transported to the lam& site holding area or the principnl Investi- 
gator's biolaboratory. The mission eccmario for bioeqmrimmts is shown in Figure 
4-1 , 
4.3.9 COL CONSUMABLE8 AND REFURBISHMENT, Corrsumables on all C o b  
aireat weight acr a fbctlon of mission duration and the rehrbishment necessary on the 
ground b&mm flights. The tatal weight dKfermce betweten the SO- and 74ay COLE 
is 25 kg (56 Ib) hr  the biomsdiclne/biolop~y COL, 21.7 kg (48 Ib) for the LSPS COL, 
and negwble for the -1 COL, RdbrbLhmant procedures include replacing filters, 
batteries, lamps, adsorbante, and kit items. Several equipment items will require 
cleaning, reptuhgbg, and dll ing,  and many would undergo a geaeral checkout prior 
to being oommftted to a ~ruhrequent fMgM. 
L 
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' / ORBITAL RESEARCH 
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\ DATA & DESCENT 
\ COMMUNICATIONS 
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\ 
SHUTTLClWACELAB LANDING 
(BEST) 
EIOEXPERIMENT SUPPORT 
AND TRANSFER UNIT 
IBESW 1 RETURN O R O A N I W  & SPECIMEN 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR'S LABORATORY 
VERIFY FLIGHT COWATIBILITY 
(MAY NEED TO UIK NASA FACILITIES) (BEST) ESTABLISH PROTOCOLS 
OBTAIN BASELINE DATA GLDINO UNITS- MAINTAIN CONTROL ORGANISMS 
(CONTAININO ORGANISMS) PROCESS SPECIMENS & DATA 
Figure 4-1. Bioerrperimetnt Mieeion Scenario 
4.3.4 INTERFACE SUMMARIES. Overall pertinent interfaoe drrta for each COL was 
eurnmnriced in tabular form. An example for the biomedicine/biology Category A 
COL ie e h m  in Table 4-3. 
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SECTION S 
LABORATORY SCHEDULm AND COST ANALYSTS 
Durlng ihe COL scheduling and coat activltlee, a low-cost methodology was used to 
establish individual COL equipment item costs. Thie approach allowed consideration 
of equipmart that was commercial off-theshell, modifled commercial, laboratory 
protatypes, stc., siepliftcantly lowering the estimated COT, costs. These costs in- 
cluded estimates for nonrecurring developrnmt , recurring production, and recurring 
operatiom. COL mats are summarized in Table 5-1. Costs for all ilnal COL con- 
cepts were estimated, based on independeat development. In addition, two eequential 
developmcmt cams were coated. Cost estimates were based on the design and sched- 
ule information available at the time the study was conducted. 
Table 5-1. COL Coat Summary 
-. 
INDEPENLIENI' 
DE\'&Uli%lON1' COSTS ('AItItV-ON IAN$ 
W N -  HEC- 
W C  PROLb 'PtYI'AL 
CAT .\ - BIOMED/BIOLO(;Y 251120h * : , ~ , , f i  $Miat!~K 
CAI'A -LIP I 13'5 670 
CA I' .\ - LB/PS 17:li 924 ?Mil 
C.\T R - BIOMEMCWE 1142 198 1208 
CAT CI - BlOMEDXWE I!- H :?n 
CAI C2 - HIOMGDICINE IW 22  2\11 
CAI' C3 - BIOMEDICINE 1 IS 119 
A-  
RECURHM O P B M T I O ~  S a l S K h n  48 2 TUOHR~DR. 
(12 Y U H  PROKlIUY Cc)m - SWBOBh + 21:1:1tiK - $lZ,!lciShl 
' TVI.AL W E D  ON INnEPENDENP UEVEtOPAIEKP 
1. IIEVEWP CAT Cl .  CS. P CS L522Y 
2. DEVE WP CAT 11 - RIOMWICME *!I4 
1. IIEVEMP CAT A - BIOMED~IOL.  $5O?3K I 
A devdopmcmt schedule and hmding requirements were garsrsted for the Category A 
Momediolne/biology laboratory (Figure 5-1). The other COL cancegts are leas com- 
plex, and their schedules would be shorter. Ngurs 5-1 does not include any m t i n -  
gamy time. The dmlopmsd L paced by the it& flight date of April 1980 ae ~pecifted 
by NASA. 
Two olesees of equipment !terns wetre idantifled. The nr8t clam L the eupporting re- 
search md tcwbnoloey (8RT) item, whioh include the oomman holding unit and its 
FY 
CY 
PHABE A CONTRACT 
PHASE B SEB 
PHME B CONTRACT 
PHASE C W  BEB 
PHABE C W  CONTRACT 
DEVEIOPHENT 
PROCUREMENT 
PHABE C&D SRT DEV. 
8RT PROC. 
FIZGHTS 
u 7 s  1 1078 1 ion I l s n  1 inlo I ISMI. I 
1741 1876 1 1876 1 1977 1 1976 1 1978 1 1 0 1  
I 1  I 
NON-REC 
REC-PROD TOTAL S686K 
REC-OPS b l 5 K  (bMK $508 
Figure 5-1. Biomediabe/Biology COL Development Schedule and hndlng 
cagee. These iterne &Mt Che highest development risk d require a 2.5 year  
developmeat program m well arr e x t a i a ,  evrrluatiaa in the principal investigators' 
lnboratorir. It was assumed that the SRT requiremcmb and planning can be establish- 
ed before the end of the COL P b e  A W y ,  enabling initiation of a SRT Phase B au- 
tivity, This approach satisfies the time requirements of SIT developntent prior to the 
flight date, The record clam includm all other equipment item. The longest devel- 
opment times were 2,s years, and this time span was selected for development of all 
nm-SRT equipment. The proouremart phase was assumed to be initiafed six maathe 
before completion of tbe dsvelolpnent phase for dl such equipment. lbis time is nec- 
essary to permit integration inotallation, and checkout of the COL in tbe 15prrcela.b. 
The coat methodology for the individual equipmmt i t e m  in each COL was tailored to 
obtain the highest c d d e u c e  cost eetimate with the informatian available. Table 5-2 
shows the six methods of costing wed and the perceatap of the iterne included under 
each. A 8igniilomt portion (33 perceut) of the items *;.re coated b u d  m the Space 
Shuttle Payload Developmeat Activity (98PDA) study. During thie activity, CERS for 
low-cost Spacelab payload were developed and in many cases were directly applicable 
to the COLe. 
Table 5-2, COL Coat Estimating Techniques 
PERCEm OF ITEMS CO8l 'W METHOW 
33 BASED ON BBPDA DEVEUIPED CEIl'8 
26 BASED ON UNOFnCU L NAM m Y U B  CO8l'R 
18 M R E n  ON VENDOR CATAflM OR TELECON QUUI'EB 
BARED ON UNOFFICIAL NASA COBT MTA FOR 
PROBRAME OTHER THAN BKY LAB 
BASED ON D E m N  LUNIAADINO & PARAMETRIC 
ANAM- 
The secaad highest percentage of i t e m  was estimated baaed on unofficial S e l a b  cost 
information. The majority of these items included kite (17 percent), whose costa were 
estimated baaed on Skylab merience  with the inflight medical support system ldt 
development. Other costing methodology involved obtahbg vendor catalog costs and 
vendor tel- quotes for modifled commercial equipment, The remaining equipment 
item coats (23 percent) were b e d  on engineering estimates, NASA cost d 3 a  other 
than Skylab, and design manloading and paramaCric analysis. 
The resulting total coets for the COI,s shown in Table 5-1 are  compoeed of many Lndi- 
vidual cost elements in ahlition to the equipmat Item costs. Ground rules and ae- 
sumption6 wed in obtatnlng these total c o d  are preocllded in Volume XI. Cost e lemmb 
fncluded in the analysl, ae well as thoee epedilcally excluded, are  ehown in Table 5 9 ,  
5.3 COBT !cEDUCTION GUIDELINm 
Ae a result of the cost shdfer performed on the COIs, tt became a p p a r ~ t  that there 
are several cost redudon mew that rhould be emphmited (In addition to d d a g  
maximum use of commercial equipmart technology). The first and most imporhut L 
the use of cost pdormance trade studles, together with a dseigo4o-oost approach. 
Histortcally, performance rsqudremmta for a d m i p  have been eetabliehed wlth mtni- 
mum if any camideratian for their effect oa cod, As a result, large cost palrftiw 
are incurred for small o r  Mnecesasty increases fn performance. In the destp-to-aort 
4 Table 64. Summup of Coat Ele-b 
RrCUlUPQ O P t M ' I P W I  
- COWUMPIX)N I P A R U  
- L I E N N . n Y E N t  
- WUNCM OPEMTlONI 
- LPID1( OPIMTloNP 
amrnu AWO Ammmmrnc 
MANAQtMCWT 4 A D L B N I I M T V N  
FEE 
OROVM)-BUED LAB M T E L D  FOR 
CONlROL tXPERlllCNT8 
SPACCl W T T U  USER CHARGES 
Figure 5-2. Cost Performance Relationship 
Significant cost reductions cm be achieved in the area of reliability by relwlng re- 
quiremarts wirere crew safety is n d  involved. Pa,load reliability requirements cat  
be further reduced became of the mnny flight opportunities in the n?ission and the 
cnpability to perform onbonrd mnintenmce. The use of off-the-shelf md custom 
commercid equipment with inherent high reliability will &o tend to reduce costs 
associated wit5 reliability. 
Commmality of equipment associated with tbe various ecitmtiflc disciplines echduled 
for the Shuttle/Spacelab operation provides im opportunity for cost savlngs. Equip- 
ment euch as cameras md recorders are likely candidates for this cost reduction. 
SECTION 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
This duly ,  the third ln rr series of pre-Phase A studies, is the find elemeat of NASA's 
initial planning for life sciences space research In the 1980 time frame. The basic 
philosophy of these three programs (NAS8-264G8, NAS8-29150, and NAS8-30288) has 
stressed the importance of 1) valid research, 2) research flexibility, and 3) cost ef- 
fedimees.  ScimtifIc requirements have bem n controlling factor in all program 
decfsim, and scientists have been involved in the program since the beginning so 
that their requirememts could direct the d e s i p .  To provide the research flexibility 
and cost effectiveness required of a long term (1% years) program, modular hardware 
design coercepts using common equipmmt have been stressed. 
The life scieaces COLs provide a wide range of research capability from the small 
Category C to the large Category A concepts. The Category A COLs are respoglsive to 
all research areas specif¶ed in the NASA guidelines, even those with the lowest speci- 
fled priority. The COL characteristics, both in terms of research capability and size, 
provide a great deal of flexibility to respond to unscheduled as well as scheduled flight 
opportunities. Table 6-1 summarizes the major characteristics of the seven COLs 
studied. The NASA weight guidelines were never violated, and the electrical power 
demands do not appear excmsive. The volume of the small Category C COLs is com- 
patible with the stowage compartments of the Shuttle Orbiter, and the large COLs are 
easily accommodated in the Spacelab. 
6.1 SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 
The Facing hardware item required to support the COLs is associated with the bio- 
medicinehiology concept: the common holding unit for organisms. Since this unit 
must provide a suitable environment for a broad range of biological organisms, it 
must be designed to meet different experimentersf needs while satisfying each experi- 
menter's requirement to canduct scientiflcalty valid research. These holding units 
were required in all COL concepts performing man surrogate or  basic biology re- 
search. Accordingly, the potential for continued and frequent use of these units is 
high. 
6.2 RECOMMENDATIOM 
A Phase A program to support Ilfe sciences space research is recommmded. The re- 
sults of this and previous life science payload studies provide a firm base for future 
Phase A activity. 
Table 6-1. Summary of COL Characteristics 
P( )\V L.: 
- 
PEA li 
Early start of Phase A program is required to support planned missions in 1980. 
The present mission model is based on the flrst COL in April 1980 and the first dedi- 
cated laboratory in August 1980. 
Since the mission models and schedules do not include contingency time, an early 
start of the SRT item development (common holding unit) is necessary to support 
principle investigator baseline activity prior to flight. 
Designdo-cost approach guidelines for future hardware procurement should be 
established. 
PART II 
TASK ELEMENT 2 
DEDICATED 30-DAY LABORATORY 
PROGRAM COSTS 
SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This study task (Element 2) was performed to update the costing accomplished during 
the Task C&D effort of the previous contract, NAS8-29150, A .  overall costing meth- 
odology was developed to cover both the COL and Dedicated Laboratory requirements. 
Figure 1-1 is an overview showing the flow of costing activity for the dedicated 
laboratory, 
LIFE SCIENCES 
WORKING GROUP 
DEDICATED LAB 
COW BASELTNE 
Figure 1-1. Costing Activity Overview 
COSTING + + 
As stated above, the costs developed for the 30-Day Dedicated Laboratory were based 
on the same techniques used for the COL. These were summarized in Part I, Section 
5 of this volume. The equipment item costing base was the same as  that presented in 
Part I, Table 5-2. Total costs were composed of many individual cost elements. COL 
costing assumptions of included and excluded cost elements (Part I, Table 5-3) are 
basically the same as those used for the Dedicated Laboratory. 
I ASSU3lPTIONS DEVELOP COST MODEL 
LABORATORY 
COXFIGURATION & - - RON RECURRING 
GUIDELINES - IECURRIKG 
The foundation of the cost model was the (-120) individual equipment item (El) cost 
elements that made up the total laboratory capability, In addition, the model estab- 
lished a mathematical procedure for the proper accumulation of these individual cost 
elements together with the overall program or mission factors such as operational 
lifetime and number of launches. This model was used to organize the procedures 
for determining all individual cost "pieces" making up the total Dedicated 30-Day Lab 
program costs. 
DEVELOP COST 
DETAIL O F  
DEDICATED 
LIFE SCIEXCES 
Results of the Dedicated 30-Day Lab costing activity are  summarized in the following 
sections of this volume and detailed in Volume IV, the appendix. 
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SECTION 2 
COSTS AND SCHEDULES 
Costs for two dedicated laboratory concepts were estimated, including the primary 
Biomedical Emphasis Laboratory and a Bioscience and Technology Laboratory. The 
Bioscience and Technology Laboratory added research capability in man/systems 
integration (MSI) and life support and protective systems (LSPS). The costs gener- 
ated include estimates for nonrecurring development, recurring production, and re- 
curring operations. These estimates do not include such major elements as  the space 
shuttle vehicle, the Spacelab, or principal investigator costs. 
Costs for a Biomedical Emphasis Laboratory and a A cost to provide a Bioscience and 
Technical Laboratory are shown in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1. Laboratory Cost Summary (K$) 
I Biomedical Emphasis 
Bioscience and Technology 
Laboratory Cost A 
Non-Recurring Recurring Recurring 
Development Production Operations Total 
I 
The most significant cost element i s  the recurring operations of over $35 million. 
Within the recurring operations cost element, the refurbishment and updating amounts 
to over 70 percent of the total. 
A Dedicated Laboratory development and operational schedule was established for the 
Biomedical Emphasis Mission only. The development schedule shown in Figure 2-1 
is based on the first flight date of August 1980, and includes no contingency time. Lab- 
oratory funding spread i s  shown in the lower portion of the figure. Recurring opera- 
tions costs are based on a 12-year operational program with a total of 28 flights. 
PHME A 
PHME B SEB 
PHASE B COHTRACl' 
SRT PHAQ B 
(IRT PHASE COD SEB 
W PHASE CkD COmMCT 
DEVEIDPMENI' 
PROCUREMENT 
Figure 2-1. Dedicated Biomedical Emphasis Lab Schedule and Funding 
SECTION 3 
SELECTED COST DETAILS 
9.1 SUPPORTIN3 RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT ITEMS 
The program schedule (Figure 2-1) indicates that the supporting rosearch and technol- 
ogy (SFtT) areas impact the scheduled development time of the Dedicated Laboratory. 
Considering the total number of equipment ihnm within the laboratory, only :I few are 
critical SRT items. These SRT items exhibit the highest development risk and sonle, 
like the common holding unit and its inserts, require extensive evaluation in the prin- 
cipal investigator's (PI'S) laboratory. Initiation of SRT Phase C&D is required approx- 
imately 1-1/2 years before the other equipment items. To accomplish this within the 
available time span, S i T  Phase B must be initiated before the &d of the Phase A study 
for the total Dedicated Laboratory. The SRT items and their indicated dcvelopnmnt 
time are: 
Common Holding Unit, Inserts and Camera Drive System 30 months 
Freezers and Refrigerators 24 months 
Monkey Cages 30 months 
Centrifuge 30 months 
Environmental Cantrol System 30 months 
3.2 NON-SRT EQUIPMENT ITEMS 
An additional class of equipment items (EIs) representa all those not in the SRT cate- 
gory. The development time of each equipment unit (EU)* wee estimated based on its 
longest EI development time. Total Phase C&D development t h e  span is two years. 
Table 3-1 shows the development time spans of the different EUs. To permit checkout 
and installation time for the laboratory, the procurement phase is  initiated six months 
before completion of the development phase for all non-SRT items. A minimum risk 
is anticipated by initiating procuremmt prior to completion of the developnlent phase 
because the last development tasks represent EU and Life Sciences Lab System Tests. 
The changes that would impact production are expected to be at a minimum during this 
phaee of developnent. 
* A  grouping of hctionally related equipment items; i. e. , EU 5 (Biochemical and 
Biophysical Analysis Unit) contains amlytical instrumentation to perform required 
inflight analyeee. 
Table 3-1. EU Developmont Time Span (Assumes 1 January 1978 Start) 
3.3 HIGH COST ITEMS 
Development Timcs 
Table 3-2 lists all equipment items with nonrmurring development coats above $loOK, 
and Table 3-3 lists all equipment items with recurrhg production costs above $50K. 
All costs shown are  only a t  the EI level, and do not include EU level costs such as  
system test, system engineering and integration, ground support equipment, M&A, 
and fee. 
There are three cost groups foz me nonrecurring items. The first includes only the 
common holding unit. Ita cost estimate confidence level is rated as  medium high, and 
no significant cost reduction is  possible without changing the scope of the system. 
6 Monthe 
EU-1 
EU-6/7 
EU-60/6l 
EU-23 
The second group rows8 horn $615 to $977K. Items in this category have a medium 
confidence level, rad further detailed dzfhtion of the design characteristics could 
reduce costs. The Moresearch centrifuge cost, however, could be increased signif- 
icantly if the design required a non-stoppable centrifuge approach. 
18 Months 
EU-2 
EU-80 
12 Months 
EU-3 
EU40/41/42 
EU-50/51/70 
EU-91/93 
All other items are in the $100 to $200K development cost range. The cost of the 
majority of these items can possibly be reduced with more detailed definition of the 
design requirements, 88 would occur during a Phase A program. 
24 Months 
EU-4 
EU-5 
EU-26 
EU-12/31 
Table 3-3 lists the equipment items with recurring unit cost above $50K. Two groups 
are apparent, those with costa below $100K and the bioresearch centrifuge with a unit 
coat of $277K. The centrifuge cost, as discussed above, can be subject to significant 
change, depending oar its further definition. Of the remaining items, about m e  third 
of which are GFE, the majority of the costs can be subject to reduction with more 
detailed definition of design and production requirements. 
3.4 SKYLAB EQUIPMENT APPLICABILITY 
About m e  fourth of the Dedicated Laboratory equipment item costs were based on 
, Skylab Marmation. Some of this q i p m e n t  developed and flown on the Skylab w ill 
meet the Life Sciences Laboratory requirements, but a limited amount of hardware 
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Table 3-2. 30-day Dedicated Laboratory Payload Equipment 
Item with Non-recurring Costa Above $100K 
N O  El' El WLIE NON-REC .* 
Q 
99 
43 
115Y 
'?#A 
A!) 
I 14C 
511) 
30:\ 
150 
38A 
98.4 
14s 
638 
4 1 
8 1 
7711 
9 I 
Table 3-3. 30-aay Dedicated Laboratory Payload Equipment Items 
with Recurring Production Unit Costs Above $50K 
*TIIESE C O f l S  IY) NOT INC1.lIl)E EU LEVEL CtWrS, I . E . .  8YSTEhlS TEST, SE&I, 
M E ,  MPA, L FEE. 
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for hture use is available. This generally coneista of a bonded flight backup unit, 
qualification units, and training units in the PI% laboratory, 
Refurbishment of an available unit waa aesumed poeaible, with the remainder of the 
units providing a baukup capability, However, the auwher of unite available for sparea 
is limited. New production of Skylab items was amumed in two categories, 
The first includes items manufactured by commercial vcndora, and it is conaidered 
feasible that the item can be produced again. Given the new low-cost guidelines, the 
costs will probably be lower than for Skylab and the benefit of any applicable state-of- 
the-art advancement will be included. 
The other category is those items developed and produced by NASA, universities, or 
prime contractors. Attempting to procure additional Skylab hardware through these 
will undoubtedly result in significant nonrecurring costs, if  feasible at  all. The Skylab 
technical and production team will probably have been dissolved, 
In summary, Skylab equipnlent applicability to the Life Sciences Laboratory must be 
investigated in detail based on the individual items under consideration. The equip- 
ment available will satisfy the rqhirements for some items, while for othcrs a cost 
tradcoff to determine the most viable approach is  necessary. 
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SECTION 4 
SUMMARY 
As a result of cost studies performed on the dedicated laboratories, certain program- 
matic and technical factors became apparent. The following list describes the more 
significant considerations. 
The laboratory development schedule required to support an August 1980 mission 
is  extremely tight and contains no contingcr..;y time. 
Certain SWT areas require that Phase A/B program activity begin in January 1975 
and that Phase C&D begin by mid-1976. This would provide SRT equipment items 
to the PIS for baseline experiments prior to the space mission 
The confidence level for the majority of equipment iten1 cost estimates ranges 
from medium high to medium. This means that the cost estimates at the equip- 
ment level would be subject to change when the requiremenb changed or when 
equipment definition became more detailed. 
The major corLributor to program costs, about 60 percent, is the recurring oper- 
ations during the 12-year program. 
Wraparound cost factors (such as  system test, system engineering and integra- 
tion, M&A, fee, and initial spares) are based on historical data where available 
and estimated al.lowances in the other cases. These factors could vary consider- 
ably depending on the guidelines used. The cost based on these factors amounted 
to about 9 percent of the total Dedicated Laboratory cost estimate. 
Available Skylab equipment can be used very effectively for the Life Science mis- 
sions. Caution, however, should be exercised with respect to its availability to 
support a 12-year program. 
Cost reduction guidelines, as discussed in Part I, Section 5.3, of the COL cost 
summary, are completely compatible witb the Dedicated Laboratory concept. 
PART Ill 
TASK ELEMENT 3 
DEDICATED S D A Y  LABORATORY 
DATA MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 
INTRODUCTION 
Thie e M y  taek (Element 3) wae performed to update the data management eubsystem 
(DMS) slue performed in the preceding Life Sciences Payload Deihiticm and Integra- 
tion Study (Task C & D), NA98-29150. A brief summary of the previous study is pre- 
eenM in thie part. 
The Taek C & D DM8 Study was performedto 1) estimate the data management require- 
ments d the life eciencee laboratoriea and 2) determine Mether the Spacelab. in which 
they were to be houeed, contained sufficient DM8 equipanent for their support. Spacelab 
was referred to as the Sortie Module in the Task C & D etudy. At that time, Sortie 
Module deeign included a mini-computer, a display and control console, and a digital 
control unit for controlling signale tranemitted serially throughout the laboratory on a 
data bue that could handle a maximum rate of 1000 kbp. All communication8 to ground 
were provided by the Shuttle Orbiter communicatio~ eystem, through the manned 
epeceflight network (MSFN). Long-term data storage -a8 accompliehed by aboard 
recording uetng three magnetic tape recorders: one video recorder a d  two general- 
purpose analog or digital recorders. 
Life sciencee laboratory requirements were estimated during Taek C & D for three 
laboratories. The largeet was the 30-Day Dedicated Laboratory, which is the subject 
of thie task element, For equipment in the 30-Day Laboratory, the average sampled 
digital data output rate waa about 45 kbpe, with a peak rate of about 90 kbps. These 
rate8 could be handled readily by the previouely propoeed Sortie Module data burr, and 
the reeulting data could be stored using the onboard tape recorders. Video data re- 
cording requirements, hcnvever, were quite large. In addition to those provided by the 
Sortie M a e ,  three recorders were needed to accommodate the video data. Also, 
about 1100 kg (2400 lb) of tape were needed for the 30-day mieeion duration. 
SECTION 2 
TASK OBJECTIWS 
The Element 3 task reevaluated data management requirmemta of the 30-Day Dedt- 
cated Life hienoerr Laboratory, This included updating the digital data rat- and 
video requirementu to accommodate equipment reduotiom made j y  the NA Life 
Sciences Working ararp subsequent to the Task C & D study. Eiement 3 was also 
intended to investigate the need for alternative data-handling techniques. These ln- 
cluded the use of manual vmclue automatic data handling and the uue of downlinking 
versus onboard storage to preserve long-term data, Rather than oaboard storage, 
the current Spacelab concepts we  the trmldng and data relay satellite (TDRS) for 
downlfnklng all data, Therefore, this mode of long-term preservation wae the pri- 
mary colreideration in this study. Beowe of the reduced equipanent in the Dedicated 
30-Day Laboratory and the facreased capability of the curr-szrt Spacelab command and 
data management subsystem (CDMB), manual data-handling techniques were not needed 
from the standpoint of reducing the load on the CDMS. Howevor, the philosophy wed 
in formulating the life ecienooe laboratory repuiremente was that of using manu .' 
techniques whenever tbie was compatible with the equipment and ev.ch equipment was 
being attended by a crewman. 
SECTION 3 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Reevaluations of data management requirements and the Spacelab capability are sum- 
marized in Table 3-1. A brief description of the Spacelab CDMS capability is  pre- 
t ,  sented in Part I, Section 4.2 of this volume. The detail DMS evaluation is presented 
% in the appesdix, Volume W. In summary, the anticipated Dedicated 30-Day Labora- 
tory requirements are well within the planned capabilities of the Spacelab CDMS. 
Table 3-1. Comparison of Dedicated 30-day Laboratory Manage- 
mmt Requirements and Spacelab CDMS Capability 
ON-BOARD DATA HANDLlNG 
Data Bus hlaximum Data Rate, hlbpe 
Digital Wide B3nd Storage Rate, Mbps 
Video Monitoring by CCTV, ~ r s / D a y  
Displays (other than Video) 
Computer: Cycledsecond 
MaL? Memory Storage, words 
DOWN-LINKED DATA HANDUNG 
Digital Transmission ro  Ground. bits/day 
Video Transmission To Ground. Hrs/Day 
DEDICATED 30-DAY 
LAB R E Q U I R E M E m L  
CRT. Numeric & Warning 
500B) IMBLMS estimates 
13K 
9 2 x 10 (all data down- 
linked for preservation) 
1.5 (primarily for pur- 
poses of preservation) 
SPACELAB CDMS 
CAPABILITY* 
1 
50 (hardwired) 
Continuous 
2 CRTs (Alphanumeric C a p -  
bility), Digital Readouts, 
Warning Lights & Audible 
Alarms 
1.84 x 1012 ( a s s t m 4 ~  85% 
availability of TDRS and 50% 
time-sharing with video 
dab) 
10.2 (assuming 85% avail- 
ability of TDRS and 50% 
time-sharing with digital 
downlinked data) 
2ontrol & Data Management Subsystem, based on preliminary studies by Messerschmitt. Bolkow-Blohm (MBB) and 
;enera1 Dynamica/Convair. 
